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Today’s Plan
• 1 – Overview/ Recent history of our efforts
• 2 – Critical Thinking
• Overview of results/plan for future

• 3 – Ethical Responsibility
• Discussion of instrument/ plan for rollout/intervention

• 4 – Open questions and discussion
• 5 – CCSSE data
• 6 – Info Lit./Written Comm. For those of us w/
Gordon Rule classes (History, Political Science)

1 – Overview/ History of Assessment
• Why are we doing
this?
– SACS
– Eventually, to
inform our
teaching

1 – Overview/ History of Assessment
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1 – Overview/History of Assessment
• Spring ‘14 including Assessment Day ‘14– created Ethical Resp.
instrument – 10 questions: 5 shared, 5 disc. specific
• Spring ‘15 - Rolled out Ethical Resp. pilot
– This was… problematic. (4% response rate)
– But we learned from it

• Spring ‘15 – Solicited ~70 CT questions from profs.
• Assessment Day Spring ‘15 –
– Normed pool CT questions down to 33
– Made plans for rollout of CT instrument, also plans for Writing/ Inf. Lit
– Made plans to assesses Eth. Resp. and CT in revolving years

• Fall ‘15 –
– Sept. - Made changes to the Ethical Resp. instrument (especially the 2nd 5 q.’s)

– Pared CT pool down to 30
– November - Rolled out CT instrument to 8877 students

• Spring ’16- minor tweaks to both instruments, analysis of data, Writing and Inf. Lit
pushed to 16/17

• Assessment Day ‘16 -

2 – Critical Thinking - Results
Fall ‘15 - Rolled out to all students in front door Gen
Ed. Classes via Atlas email / Qualtrix
Social Science Response Rates
Total responses to the assessment survey: 2,990
Total students who took 4 minutes or more to complete the assessment: 2,733
Response rate for those taking 4 minutes or more to complete the assessment: 31%
Number of students originally invited: 8,877
Gen Ed Social Science MCQ all respondents received 10 randomized questions fall 2015
By Campus
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2 – Critical Thinking - Results
Students were presented w/a random 10
questions out of our pool of 30.
Overall results –
Average Score (for those students taking
more than 4 minutes)
•
6.14/10
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2 – Critical Thinking - Results
Question 1 –
•

“The system of quotas . . . was the first major pillar of the Immigration Act of 1924. The second provided
for the exclusion of persons ineligible to citizenship. . . . Ineligibility to citizenship and exclusion applied
to the peoples of all the nations of East and South Asia. Nearly all Asians had already been excluded
from immigration. . . . The exclusion of persons ineligible to citizenship in 1924 . . . completed Asiatic
exclusion.. . . Moreover, it codified the principle of racial exclusion into the main body of American
immigration and naturalization law.” / / Mae M. Ngai, historian, Impossible Subjects: Illegal Aliens and
the Making of Modern America, 2004
Given this quote what conclusion can you draw based on the evidence given?
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2 – Critical Thinking - Results
Question 27 –
Which of the following claims is not scientifically testable?

This was the single easiest question on the test.

2 – Critical Thinking - Results
Question 26 –
Change: underline “not”
• Which of the following claims is not verifiable?

2 – Critical Thinking - Results
Regarding 26 and Question 27 –

2 – Critical Thinking - Issues and
Potential Fixes
– We still had some students (even some whole
sections) have the email go to their junk folder.
–We had a response rate of 31%
•By comparison: Science: 24%
Humanities: 24%
•This could be better.
•I think we should shoot for 50%.
How?
- better communication to faculty, especially part-time
- more familiarity with instrument/ process
- extra credit? I gave students 5pts (out of a 750 pt class) for
completion.

2 – Critical Thinking - Issues and
Potential Fixes

– If students know they get pts for completion…

•“Christmas treeing” it - 8.6% took less than 4 min.
•Aka- abacadaba
•By comparison: Science 17%
Humanities: 35%
–Hence, students who took less than 4 minutes I took
back their 5 pts and gave them a sternly worded lecture.

2 – Critical Thinking - Q’s and Discussion
– The Plan:
•Make those small changes I mentioned.
•Reassess in the fall of ‘17

–At some point we will need to implement some sort
of intervention, in order to “move the needle”
–Do any of you want the data?
–Thoughts and Questions regarding Critical Thinking?

3 – Ethical Responsibility –
Overview/History
• 5 shared questions amongst all Social Science
– Tied to student code of conduct

• 5 discipline specific questions
– This was developed Assessment Day ’14

• We rolled out a 30% sample to all section
Spring’15 – just after spring break
– N= 3455
– Results? 146/3455= 4.23%
• Adding in the results from a small pilot study N= 181

3 – Ethical Responsibility –
Overview/History
• The proposed fix?
– Change 2nd 5 questions to (mostly) mirror Psych
example
– Roll out the Eth. Resp. instrument the same way
as we did for CT in Oct. ‘15.
• To all 6 front door Gen. Ed. Classes
• To all students
• Via email link/ Qualtrix

– We will do this Oct. ‘16

3 – Ethical Responsibility – Changes
Q1- Academic Dishonesty – Students are assigned at the start of the term a midterm
exam. This midterm will take place the week after spring break. While on spring break,
one student email the professor and explains that their uncle has died and they will
miss the exam. In the email, they ask if they could take the midterm exam late. The
professor agrees but asks for verification of the story upon the students’ return. The
student returns but fails to provide any evidence of the story.
Change to:

Q1- Academic Dishonesty – At the beginning of the semester, the course syllabus
indicates a midterm exam. This midterm will take place the week after spring break.
While on spring break, one student emails the professor and explains that their uncle
has died and they will miss the exam. In the email, they ask if they could take the
midterm exam late. The professor agrees but asks for verification of the story upon
the students’ return. The student returns, and takes the test, but fails to provide any
evidence of the story.
Rate the student’s behavior:

1 – Totally ethical with no code violation
2 – Mostly ethical with minor code violation
3 – Kind of ethical and generally accepted for this type of situation
4 – Mostly unethical with minor code violation
5 – Totally unethical and a total code violation

3 – Ethical Responsibility – Changes
Q2 - Cheating– Subhas and Sally are taking a multiple choice test. After 45 minutes of
the test, Sally sneezes accidently and her scantron sheet flies off the desk. Subhas
as a nice gesture picks up the scantron for Sally, however, prior to giving it back,
looks at the scantron very briefly. After returning to his own test, Subhas then
proceeds to changes several of his answers to what he saw on Sally’s sheet.
Change to:

Q2 - Cheating– Subhas and Sally are taking a multiple choice test. After 45 minutes of
the test, Sally sneezes accidently and her scantron sheet flies off the desk. Subhas,
as a nice gesture, picks up the scantron for Sally. However, prior to giving it back,
Subhas looks at the scantron very briefly. After returning to his own test, Subhas
then proceeds to change several of his answers to what he saw on Sally’s sheet.

Rate Subhas’ behavior:
1 – Totally ethical with no code violation
2 – Mostly ethical with minor code violation
3 – Kind of ethical and generally accepted for this type of situation
4 – Mostly unethical with minor code violation
5 – Totally unethical and a total code violation

3 – Ethical Responsibility – Changes
•

Q3 - Plagiarism– A student is feeling pressured to do a writing assignment but does not fully
understand what is required. As this student never asked the teacher for clarification nor
help, it has been left until the night before it is due. At this point, the student asks a friend
who previously took the course for help. The friend loans their old paper to the student who
then proceeds to copy 35% of the paper and fills in their own info the rest. The student then
submits the paper to the teacher as their own.

•

Change to:

•

Q3 - Plagiarism– A student is feeling pressured to complete a writing assignment but does
not fully understand what is required. The writing assignment is due in 12 hours, and the
student has not clarified the assignment details with the professor. At this point, the student
asks a friend who previously took the course for help. The friend loans their old paper to the
student who then proceeds to copy 35% of the assignment and fills in their own information
for the rest. The student then submits the paper to the teacher as their own.

Rate the student’s behavior:

1 – Totally ethical with no code violation
2 – Mostly ethical with minor code violation
3 – Kind of ethical and generally accepted for this type of situation
4 – Mostly unethical with minor code violation
5 – Totally unethical and a total code violation

3 – Ethical Responsibility – Changes
•

Q4 – Sexual Harassment – A female professor is walking through campus passes by a
former female student and says “Hello.” The female student responds, “Hi , beautiful,
nice to see you again.” Both keep walking and the conversation ends. The next day,
they see each other again and the student comes over and says, “Hi, gorgeous, how has
your day been?” The professor, feeling uncomfortable, walks away quickly.
Change to:

•

Q4 – Sexual Harassment – A female professor is walking across campus and passes by a
former female student. The professor says “Hello.” The female student responds, “Hi,
beautiful, nice to see you again.” The conversation ends and both keep walking. The
next day, the professor and the student see each other again and the student says, “Hi,
gorgeous, how has your day been?” The professor, feeling uncomfortable, quickly
walks away.
Rate the student’s behavior:
1 – Totally ethical with no code violation
2 – Mostly ethical with minor code violation
3 – Kind of ethical and generally accepted for this type of situation
4 – Mostly unethical with minor code violation
5 – Totally unethical and a total code violation

3 – Ethical Responsibility – Changes
• Q5 – Class Disruption – During class time, a student has repeatedly been able
to text without a professor noticing. However, another student in the near
proximity has noticed the texting and has become annoyed by the distraction.
• Change to:
• Q5 – Class Disruption – During class time, a student named Dave has
repeatedly been able to text without a professor noticing. However, a nearby
student has noticed the texting and has become annoyed by the distraction.
Rate Dave’s behavior:

1 – Totally ethical with no code violation
2 – Mostly ethical with minor code violation
3 – Kind of ethical and generally accepted for this type of situation
4 – Mostly unethical with minor code violation
5 – Totally unethical and a total code violation

3 – Ethical Responsibility – Changes
• The 2nd part was discipline specific. Ex:
• 1 – My Psychology course challenged me to
think more broadly about poverty, health,
rights of children, and/or issues of prejudice
and discrimination.
SA
A
N
D
SD
43
32
19
5
4
Indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following: SA, A, N, D, SD

3 – Ethical Responsibility – Changes
• 6 – My __________ course challenged me to think more broadly about
poverty, health, human rights, and/or other issues of prejudice and
discrimination.
• 7 – My ___________ course enhanced my ability to see the world from
someone else’s perspective.

• 8 – My ___________ course promoted the tolerance of other people and
their different beliefs.
• 9 – My ___________ course influenced my openness to having my views
challenged.
• 10 – My ___________ course promoted my awareness of social and
cultural differences.
Indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following: SA, A, N, D, SD

3 – Ethical Responsibility – Discussion
• Thoughts or concerns with:
– The instrument?
– The plan for rollout?
– Plans for an intervention? (To be measured again in
Fall ‘18)
• One idea – put blurb/link about the Student Code of
Conduct into Blackboard shell for 6 front door Gen. Ed.
Classes…

4 – Other Questions and Discussion
• Do we want to request Professional Dev.?

• Any other broad questions or concerns?

5 - CCSSE
• Community College Survey of Student
Engagement (CCSSE) 2015
• Done in Spring ‘15
– N= 2733
– No data for our students specifically, but we do
have data for students seeking an AA
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5 - CCSSE

• Came to class w/o doing readings or assignments

5 - CCSSE
• How much has your experience at this college contributed to your
knowledge, skills, and personal development in the following areas?

5 - CCSSE
• How much has your experience at this college contributed to your
knowledge, skills, and personal development in the following areas?

6 – Info Lit./Written Comm.
• Discussion for those of us w/ Gordon Rule
classes (History, Poli Sci)

